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Abstract

In this work, we propose a methodology for designing High-Pressure Ther-
mal processes for food treatment. This approach is based on a multi-objective
preference-based evolutionary optimization algorithm, called WASF-GA, com-
bined with a decision strategy which provides the food engineer with the best
treatment in accordance with some quality requirements. The resulting method
is compared to a mono-objective optimization algorithm called MLS-GA. To do
so, we consider several particular mono-objective and multi-objective optimiza-
tion problems. Then, considering those cases, we determine an adequate set of
parameters for the WASF-GA and the MLS-GA algorithms in order to obtain a
reasonable compromise between solution quality and computational time. Next,
we compare the results obtained by the WASF-GA and MLS-GA. Additionally,
the best solutions returned by the WASF-GA are analyzed from a food engi-
neering point of view. Finally, a sensitivity analysis regarding the impact of
design parameters on the performances of those solutions is performed.

Keywords: Decision Support System, Genetic algorithms, Metaheuristics,
Food Industry, High-Pressure

1. Introduction

High-Pressure (HP) technology is widely used in food treatment processes
[1]. In the last decades, its popularity has grown significantly due to the in-
creasing demand for healthy and safe products, minimally processed, and at the
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same time, ready for immediate consumption. Among other food treatments,
HP stands out for the two following advantages: it does not use additives that
consumers prefer to avoid, and it is not based on extremely high or low temper-
atures, which can affect nutritional and organoleptic properties of the food.

Regarding existing literature, several food treatment techniques have already
been studied and improved by means of optimization methods. For instance, in
[2, 3], a food thermal sterilization process is improved in order to find the best
heating temperature profile maximizing the organoleptic properties retention
and maintaining a specified microbiological lethality. In [4], a multi–objective
genetic algorithm is employed to minimize the residual activity and maximize
the mass flow rate subject to some temperature constraints of a pulse electric
field process for liquid food. As a final example, in [5, 6], a response surface
methodology is applied for optimizing a high hydrostatic pressure process with
the objective of minimizing different micro-organism activities and maximizing
the retention of beneficial properties and quality indicators.

Frequently, optimization problems in food treatment involve several con-
flicting objectives which must be tackled simultaneously. In multi-objective
optimization, there is usually no single optimal solution, but a set of alternative
results with different trade-offs. Such a set of solutions is called the Pareto
set (or efficient set), and the corresponding set of objective vectors, the Pareto
front. Despite the existence of multiple Pareto optimal solutions, in practice,
only one of these solutions is selected and applied. This task is carried out by the
Decision Maker (DM), i.e. a person who wants to solve the problem and decides
which Pareto optimal solution satisfies his/her preferences more suitably.

Analyzing the complete approximation of the Pareto front poses an impor-
tant challenge to the DM since he/she may be unable to revise all the obtained
solutions and to select the best one without any support of interactive meth-
ods. Therefore, during the last decade, there has been an active development of
Preference-based Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (PMOEAs) to help
DMs carry out their tasks. The main aim of PMOEAs is to find an approxima-
tion of the Pareto front whose elements are scattered according to the preference
information provided by the DM. Among all the PMOEAs [7, 8, 9], the ones
based on preference information, and in particular those approaches in which
the information is provided by means of a reference point (RP), are the most
developed and widely used, mainly due to their inherent meaning. An RP is a
point in objective space defined by a DM and indicates his/her desire levels for
the objective functions.

Although many different PMOEAs have been developed, as far as we know,
the Weighting Achievement Scalarizing Function Genetic Algorithm (WASF-
GA) [10] is the most accurate to deal with problems with three or more objective
functions.

In this work, we focus on a particular food treatment device (a cylindrical
chamber) which is used to apply a combination of High-Pressure and Thermal
processes to treat food samples. We model the behavior of this device by con-
sidering the heat transfer equations, to model the variations of pressure and
temperature, coupled with a first–order kinetic equation, that describes the ef-
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fect of such variations on the activity of certain enzymes and vitamins [11].
Consequently, given the pressure profile and the initial and refrigeration tem-
perature, this model simulates the variation of temperatures and the evolution
of enzymatic and vitamin activities in the food sample. Then, based on this
mathematical model, we define a multi–objective optimization problem, asso-
ciated to this High-Pressure Thermal treatment, which consists of determining
the initial and refrigeration temperatures and the pressure profile provided to
the equipment in order to minimize the final enzymatic activity and the maxi-
mum temperature reached during the whole process and to maximize the final
vitamin activity. To solve this optimization problem, taking into account that
in this kind of problem we are only interested in a subset of the possible optimal
solutions close to some reference values, we have used the preference–based al-
gorithm called WASF-GA to lead the search towards the region of interest and,
thus, avoiding unnecessary computations. Once the solution set of WASF-GA is
obtained, we propose to apply a decision approach which provides the decision
maker with the most suitable point between all the approximate Pareto optimal
front solutions according to some prescribed quality requirements (here, the fi-
nal vitamin and enzymatic activities and the maximum temperature reached
during the treatment), without having to execute any additional optimization
procedure. This methodology is analyzed for different settings of parameters
for the WASF-GA algorithm by considering two particular mono-objective op-
timization problems. Then, its capacity to solve those cases is compared with
the solutions returned by a hybrid mono-objective algorithm, called MLS-GA.
Next, we analyze the solutions returned by the WASF-GA from a food engi-
neering point of view. Finally, we perform a brief sensitivity analysis of the
obtained decision parameters in order to give recommendations to practitioners
when implementing those kinds of results.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the mathe-
matical models used to simulate the High-Pressure Thermal process and its
effects on some biological entities’ activities inside a food sample. In Section 3,
we detail the optimization methodologies that are employed to solve the op-
timization problems defined in Section 4. Additionally, in Section 4, all the
parameters required to reproduce the considered numerical experiments are
specified, including those involved in the mathematical model and in the op-
timization algorithms. Then, in Section 5, the numerical results obtained for
the mono-objective optimization problems using the proposed methodology and
the mono-objective algorithm are discussed and compared between them. We
also perform an implementation study and a sensitivity analysis of the obtained
decision variables. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2. Mathematical modelling of High-Pressure Thermal processes

In High-Pressure Thermal (HPT) processes, food is packed and introduced
into a high-pressure equipment, usually with a hollow steel cylinder [11]. This
cylinder is filled with a pressurizing fluid, which is generally water. The equip-
ment is able to increase or decrease the pressure of this fluid according to a given
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pressure temporal evolution. As a consequence of the compression/expansion,
the temperature inside the vessel, and thus the food sample, experiment some
changes [12, 13, 14]. To control those thermal variations, the boundary of the
vessel can be cooled or warmed during the process [15]. At the end of the pro-
cess, the fluid vessel is emptied and the packed food is moved out, ready for
consumption.

In this section, we are interested in modelling the effects of such HPT treat-
ments on some biological activities inside a particular food sample. To do so,
we consider a cylindrical vessel of height H and radius L, which presents axial
symmetry. Thus, it can be described by a two-dimensional domain consist-
ing of half of its cross section. More precisely, let Ω = [0, L] × [0, H] be the
computational domain (see Figure 1), where we distinguish the sub-domain oc-
cupied by the food sample, denoted by ΩF; the one corresponding to the sample
holder rubber cap, ΩC; the one that contains the pressurizing fluid, ΩP; and the
surrounding sub-domain made of steel, ΩS. Additionally, we consider a refrig-
eration boundary, denoted by Γr ⊂ {L} × {0, H}, whose temperature is set to
Tr during the whole treatment (see Figure 1). On the upper boundary, denoted
by Γup = {0, L} × {H}, there is a certain heat transfer with the room. Finally,
the remaining boundaries are thermally isolated.

Figure 1: Computational domain Ω: (Left) Considered sub-domains, boundaries and points;
(Right) Typical lengths.

In this work, we suppose that the food is solid and that the filling ratio
of the food sample inside the vessel is much higher than the one of the pres-
surizing medium [11]. Under those assumptions, following [13], the convection
phenomenon inside the pressurizing fluid can be neglected. Thus, using cylindri-
cal coordinates in our computational domain, the evolution of the temperature
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in the cylinder is governed by the following heat transfer system:
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T (0) = T0 in Ω,
(1)

where tf is the final treatment time in seconds (s); T = T (t) is the temperature
in K and P = P (t) is the pressure in Pa applied by the equipment at time t;
ρ = ρ(T, P ) in Kg m−3 is the density; Cp = Cp(T, P ) is the heat capacity in
J Kg−1K; k = k(T, P ) in W m−1K−1 is the thermal conductivity; α = α(T, P )
in K−1 is the thermal expansion coefficient for the food in the domain ΩF or for
the pressurizing fluid in ΩP; n is the outward unit normal vector in the boundary
of the domain; T0 is the initial temperature; Tamb is the ambient temperature;
and h is the heat transfer coefficient in W m−2K−1. A mathematical analysis
of this HPT model was carried out in [16].

The effects of a pressure P and a temperature T on the activity of certain
biological entities (such as enzymes or vitamins) can be described combining
the Arrhenius and Eyring equations (see, e.g., [17]) to define their inactivation
rate as

κ(P, T ) = κref exp

(
−B

(
1

T
− 1

Tref

))
exp (−C(P − Pref)) , (2)

where Tref in K and Pref in MPa are reference values for the temperature and the
pressure, respectively; κref in min−1 is the inactivation rate at these reference
conditions; B in K and C in MPa−1 are the temperature dependence and the
pressure dependence parameters of κ, respectively.

This inactivation rate allows us to define the temporal evolution of the activ-
ity A(t) (characterized as the percent value of the initial activity) of a studied
biological entity by considering the following first–order kinetic equation:

dA

dt
(t) = −κ(P (t), T (t))A(t), (3)

with A(0)=1; and P (·) and T (·) functions modelling the temporal variation of
the pressure and temperature, respectively.

In order to describe the evolution of the non–homogeneous activity distribu-
tion inside the food sample during the process, the previous heat transfer model
(1) has to be coupled with Equation (3). To this aim, we consider that the
particles of solid type food are motionless and that the mass transfer pressure
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is negligible compared to the equipment pressure [11]. Thus, the activity A of
a particle located at a point (r, z) ∈ ΩF at time t is given by

A(r, z, t) = A(r, z, 0) exp

(
−
∫ t

0

κ(P (σ), T (r, z, σ))dσ

)
, (4)

where A(·, ·, 0) = 1; P (·) is the equipment pressure provided by the user; and T
is the temperature obtained by solving System (1).

We note that these models have been successfully applied when studying
the inactivation of various enzymes with different conditions of pressure and
temperature (see, e.g., [18] and [19]).

3. Optimization methodologies

In this section, we highlight two optimization methodologies that will be
used to solve the mono-objective and multi-objective optimization problems
presented in subsection 4.3 and subsection 4.2. First, in subsection 3.1, we
introduce general formulations of global and multi-objective optimization prob-
lems and recall some classical definitions to be used in the present work. Then,
in subsection 3.2, two particular approaches are described in order to tackle
those general optimization problems. Subsection 3.3 is devoted to introducing
WASF-GA. Next, in subsection 3.4, we explain an original methodology that
consists of using WASF-GA for solving mono-objective problems. Finally, sub-
section 3.5 introduces a multi-layer secant genetic algorithm for mono-objective
problems.

3.1. Theoretical framework

In this work, we focus on optimizing single objective or several objectives
simultaneously. In the former case, we deal with global optimization problems
[20], whereas the latter leads to multi-objective optimization problems [21].

On the one hand, the aim of global optimization is to find the best (i.e.
global) solution of optimization problems, in the presence of local and global
optimal solutions. The formulation of a global optimization problem, in its
minimization form, can be represented by:

min f(x)
s. t. x ∈ S ⊆ Rn, (5)

where S is a non-empty set in Rn, called feasible space, and f is a real valued
function called objective function.

On the other hand, in general, a multi-objective optimization problem can
be formulated as follows:

{min f1(x), . . . ,min fm(x)}
s.t. x ∈ S ⊆ Rn (6)

where S ⊆ Rn is the feasible region of decision vectors x = (x1, . . . , xn), with n ∈
N, and f1, . . . , fm : Rn −→ R are the objective functions. The m-dimensional
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image vectors f(x) = (f1(x), . . . , fm(x)) are referred to as objective vectors and
the image of the feasible set in the objective space Rm is called the feasible
objective region Z = f(S).

When there are several objectives to deal with, a unique solution that mini-
mizes all the objectives at the same time does not always exist. Frequently, the
different objectives contradict each other and the solution consists of several
trade-off points of the feasible space.

Definition 1. For two feasible vectors x,x′ ∈ S, we say that x dominates x′

and f(x) dominates f(x′) if and only if fi(x) ≤ fi(x
′) for all i = 1, . . . ,m, and

there exists one j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that fj(x) < fj(x
′).

Definition 2. A decision vector x ∈ S is said to be efficient or a Pareto opti-
mal solution if and only if there does not exist another feasible vector x′ ∈ S
dominating x, i.e., none of the objective functions can be improved without
worsening at least one of the others. The set SE of all the Pareto optimal solu-
tions is called the efficient set or the Pareto optimal set. The image of a Pareto
optimal solution f(x) is called Pareto optimal objective vector and the set of
all the Pareto optimal objective vectors f(SE) is denominated Pareto optimal
front.

Thus, solving a multi-objective optimization problem consists of finding the
nondominated subset formed by the efficient decision vectors whose correspond-
ing objective vectors represent the Pareto optimal front.

An upper and a lower bounds for this Pareto optimal front can be established
by means of the nadir and the ideal objective vectors, respectively, as explained
below.

Definition 3. The nadir objective vector znad = (znad
1 , . . . , znad

m ) is defined as
the vector with the worst values that the objective functions can reach in the
Pareto optimal front. Conversely, the ideal objective vector z∗ = (z∗1 , . . . , z

∗
m)

is composed of the best values that each objective function can achieve in the
Pareto optimal front. Therefore, each component of these vectors can be ob-
tained as znad

i = maxx∈SE fi(x), z∗i = minx∈SE fi(x), for all i = 1, . . . ,m,
respectively.

3.2. Considered approaches to deal with the optimization problems

Solving (6) means obtaining the whole efficient set, that is, all the points
which are efficient, and its corresponding Pareto front. However, for a majority
of multi-objective problems, obtaining an exact description of the efficient set (or
Pareto front) is practically impossible, since those sets are usually a continuum
and include an infinite number of points. Furthermore, the computing cost
may be excessive, and this is an important aspect, mainly for hard-to-solve
optimization problems, such as the one considered in this work.

At this point, there exist two possibilities to deal with Problem (6): (i) Re-
duce the multi-objective problem to a constrained mono-objective optimization
problem of the form (5), whose resolution procedure is less time consuming.
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However, it provides a unique minimum point and hence, each time the thresh-
olds of some of the constraints are changed, a new optimization problem has to
be solved. (ii) Use PMOEAs, which allow us to obtain ‘good approximations’ of
the region of interest (ROI) in reasonable computing times. A good Pareto front
approximation is defined as a finite set of non-dominated objective vectors which
cover the whole ROI evenly. Therefore, once the Pareto front approximation is
computed, the decision maker has available a set of points that are individually
good solutions for many different constrained mono-objective problems. Then,
the DM can choose the most preferable one depending on the specific quality
requirements that he/she wants to satisfy at each moment without having to
execute a new optimization procedure.

In this work, this methodology is analyzed by means of two algorithms:
WASF-GA and MLS-GA.

WASF-GA was proposed in [10]. Currently, this is the reference algorithm
in the PMOEA community since it is the most effective method for optimiza-
tion problems with three or more objectives. Additionally, it is one of the few
methods able to obtain well-distributed solutions covering the complete ROI
[10]. For these reasons, it will be used to deal with the problem at hand.

MLS-GA is a hybrid mono-objective methodology which is based on a genetic
algorithm (GA) as a main strategy combined with a multi–layer secant (MLS)
technique and a Steepest Descent (SD) algorithm. MLS was introduced in [22]
and it is demonstrated to be a good line search method for providing a good
initial population. Additionally, SD is used as a local optimizer in order to
improve the quality of the solution.

3.3. The Weighting Achievement Scalarizing Function Genetic Algorithm

This subsection is devoted to explaining the fundamentals of WASF-GA. For
more details, the interested reader is referred to [10].

A general scheme of WASF-GA is shown in Algorithm 1. In WASF-GA,
the DM must provide, as input parameter, a desirable value qi for each one
of the objective functions fi, with i = 1, . . . ,m. All these values constitute
the reference point q = (q1, . . . , qm). Notice that such a reference point can
be achievable or unachievable, depending on whether it belongs to the feasible
objective region f(S) or not. As can be seen in Figure 2, if q is achievable,
the region of interest is composed by the objective vectors that dominate q, i.e.
the Pareto optimal objective vectors f(x) with x ∈ SE verifying fi ≤ qi, for
all i = 1, . . . ,m. In contrast, if q is unachievable, the region of interest will be
formed by the Pareto optimal objective vectors that are dominated by q, i.e.
f(x) with x ∈ SE satisfying fi ≥ qi, for all i = 1, . . . ,m.

In addition to the reference point, a parameter η > 0 and a sample of weight
vectors {µ1, . . . , µNµ} should be provided. The parameter η, called augmenta-
tion coefficient, must be a small positive value. Its objective is to guarantee
the equivalence between problems (6) and (7). Each weight vector µj , with
j = 1, . . . , Nµ, is equal to µj = (µj1, . . . , µ

j
m), where µji > 0 and i = 1, . . . ,m. At

each generation, q is projected onto the optimal front in the direction given by
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Figure 2: Region of interest: (left) achievable reference point and (right) unachievable refer-
ence point.

the inverses of the weights. Consequently, in order to obtain a well-distributed
approximation of the region of interest, the sample of weight vectors must be
selected so that the inverse of its components µji must be evenly distributed in
the space (0, 1)m.

Finally, the number hmax of generations and the number N of individuals in
the population, at each generation, must also be set. Notice that the number
of function evaluations consumed by WASF-GA is equal to N · hmax.

WASF-GA is based on the use of an achievement scalarizing function (ASF).
In particular, it uses Wierzbicki’s ASF, which is based on the L∞ distance:

s(q, f(x), µj) = max
i=1,...,m

{µji (fi(x)− qi)}+ η

m∑
i=1

µji (fi(x)− qi),

Then, the original multi-objective problem (6) is transformed into the fol-
lowing mono-objective optimization problem:

min s(q, f(x), µj)
s. t. x ∈ S ⊆ Rn. (7)

Broadly speaking, the algorithm proceeds as follows. Initially, a population
P of N individuals is generated. At each generation h, a new offspring Q is gen-
erated by applying mutation and crossover operators. These new individuals are
inserted in the population list (Step 2-5 in Algorithm 1). Then, all individuals
are classified into different fronts. Each front is formed by the solutions with the
lowest values of the ASF for the different weight vectors in the set (Steps 6-16).
Finally, the most preferable solutions are selected to be part of the population
at the next generation (Steps 17-22).
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Algorithm 1 WASF-GA (q, f , {µ1, . . . , µNµ},η, N , hmax)

1: Set h = 0, P 0 = population of N randomly generated individuals
2: while h < hmax

3: Set Q = population of N offsprings generated from Ph applying mutation and
crossover

4: P = Ph ∪Q
5: for every feasible x ∈ P . Classification of the individuals into fronts
6: for j = 1, . . . , Nµ
7: Calculate s(q, f(x), µj)

8: Set n = 1
9: while there are unclassified feasible individuals x ∈ P

10: for j = 1, . . . , Nµ
11: xj such that s(q, f(xj), µj) = minx∈P,x feasible s(q, f(x), µj)
12: Add xj into Fhn
13: Remove xj temporarily from P

14: n = n+ 1

15: Classify infeasible solutions according to their overall constraints violation
16: Set Ph+1 = ∅, n = 1 . Selection
17: while | Ph+1 ∪ Fhn |≤ N
18: Ph+1 = Ph+1 ∪ Fhn
19: n = n+ 1

20: while | Ph+1 |< N
21: Add x ∈ Fhn such that has the lowest values of s into Ph+1

22: h = h+ 1

23: return Fh1

3.4. Solving mono-objective problems with WASF-GA

Here, our proposal is to solve mono-objective problems as the one formulated
in (5) using the Pareto front approximation obtained as an outcome of (6).

Algorithm 2 receives the mono-objective function f , the feasible set S and the
set of individuals {x1,x2, . . . ,xN} belonging to the Pareto front approximation,
which have been obtained with WASF-GA. For each of these individuals, the
algorithm checks if it satisfies the constraints, and therefore, it is in the feasible
set S. Then, among all those feasible points satisfying the constraints, the one
with the lowest value for a minimization problem (or the higher value for a
maximization problem) is selected.

Algorithm 2 Decision Tool (f , S, {x1,x2, . . . ,xN})
1: Set fmin = 109

2: for j = 1, . . . , N
3: if xj ∈ S
4: Calculate f(xj)
5: if f(xj) < fmin

6: fmin = f(xj)
7: xmin = xj

8: return xmin
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3.5. The Multi–Layer Secant Genetic Algorithm

As introduced previously, for solving Problem (6), we can reformulate the
multi-objective problem as a constrained mono-objective optimization problem
of the form (5). To solve this new problem, we propose using the mono-objective
algorithm MLS-GA explained below.

The mono–objective optimization algorithm considered here, denoted by
MLS-GA, is a combination of three methods: a multi–layer line search algo-
rithm (ML) [22], a mono-objective genetic algorithm (GA) and a Steepest De-
scent algorithm (SD) (see [23]). From a general point of view, the ML intends to
provide a good initial population for the considered GA to speed up its conver-
gence and improve its precision. Then, the GA performs a coarse global search
of the solution local optimum. Finally, the SD improves the accuracy of the
solutions returned by the GA.

A general scheme of MLS-GA is shown in Algorithm 3. Notice that the
following input parameters must be provided: the number lmax of layers for the
ML, the number Np of individuals in the GA population, the number Ng of
GA generations, the crossover pc and mutation pm probabilities, the number
NSD of iterations for the SD, the initial descent step size ν0, the number Nν of
iterations for the dichotomy methods used to determine the descent step size,
and εSD the step size of the first order forward approximation of the gradient.

At the beginning of the MLS-GA, a first initial population, P 0
1 , of Np individ-

uals is randomly generated using a uniform distribution. At each ML generation
l, with l = 1, . . . , lmax, the GA is executed starting from the initial population
P 0
l , during Ng generations and with crossover and mutation probabilities of pc

and pm, respectively. At the end of the ML iteration a new initial population
for the GA, P 0

l+1, is calculated by considering a secant method between each
element in P 0

l and the optimal individual returned by the GA, denoted by xl.
We note that xl is also introduced in P 0

l+1 by randomly replacing one individual
of this population. After lmax iterations, the ML algorithm returns a solution
xlmax . Finally, this solution is improved by performing NSD iterations of the
SD. The descent step size is determined using Nν iterations of a dichotomy
method starting from ν0. The gradient is approximated by a first order forward
approximation of step size εSD.

A detailed description of this algorithm MLS-GA, including the sub-processes
(selection, crossover, mutation and elitism) used by the GA, can be found in
[22].

4. Numerical Experiments

In this section, we outline the numerical experiments used to validate our
multi-objective optimization approach. Firstly, we present the numerical imple-
mentation of the HPT model and its parameters. Secondly, we propose a multi-
objective optimization problem and give the parameters of the WASF-GA used
to solve it. Finally, we describe some constrained mono-objective optimization
problems and the parameters of MLS-GA used to find their solutions.
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Algorithm 3 MLS-GA (lmax, f , Np, Ng, pc, pm, NSD, ν0, Nν , εSD)

1: Set l = 1, P 0
1 = initial population of Np randomly generated individuals

2: while l < lmax

3: Calculate xl = GA(P 0
l , Np, Ng, pc, pm) . Running Genetic Algorithm

4: for j = 1, . . . , Np
5: . Construction of the next initial population P 0

l+1 = {x0
l+1,1, . . . ,x

0
l+1,Np}

6: if f(xl) = f(x0
l,j)

7: x0
l+1,j = x0

l,j

8: else

9: x0
l+1,j = projS

(
x0
l,j − f(xl)

xl−x0
l,j

f(xl)−f(x0
l,j

)

)
10: l = l + 1

11: Calculate xo = SD(xlmax , NSD, ν0, Nν , εSD)
12: return xo

We note that all the computations done during this work have been per-
formed on a 7–Core processor with 3.6 GHz and 32Gb of RAM.

4.1. HPT process numerical implementation and parameters

For the numerical experiments performed during this work, we have con-
sidered a cylindrical steel high–pressure vessel similar to the pilot unit (ACB
GEC Alsthom, Nantes, France) that was described in [13, 11]. It has a 0.09
m radius and a 0.654 m height corresponding to L and H in Figure 1, respec-
tively. The pressurizing fluid chamber has a 0.05 m radius and a 0.25 m height,
while the packed food domain has a 0.045 m radius and a 0.18 m height. The
cap of the sample holder has the same radius but a 0.04 m height. We have
set H1 = H2 = 0.222 m. Therefore, according to Figure 1, H3 = 0.402 m,
H4 = 0.442 m, and H5 = 0.472 m; L1 = 0.045 m and L2 = 0.05 m.

The numerical simulations for solving System (1) were done using the soft-
ware COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0 based on the Finite Element Method (FEM)
[24]. Temperature spatial discretization was based on P2 Lagrange Finite Ele-
ments. The time integration was performed considering the Backward Differen-
tiation Formula method implemented on this platform. The nonlinear systems
were solved with a damped Newton method and the algebraic linear systems
were solved applying the MUMPS (MUltifrontal Massively Parallel sparse direct
Solver).

For the convective heat transfer boundary, the ambient temperature and the
heat transfer coefficient were set to Tamb = 19.3 ◦C and h = 28 W m−2K−1,
respectively. The thermophysical properties of the steel and the rubber cap of
the sample holder were assumed to be constant (see [11]) and are reported on
Table 1. Additionally, we considered liquid water as the pressurizing medium
and tylose as the solid food sample. Indeed, tylose is a methyl cellulose gel
whose thermophysical characteristics are similar to meat [25]. In order to take
into account the dependence on temperature and pressure of water and tylose,
their thermophysical properties were estimated using the shifting approach [26].
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First, for water, the coefficients ρ, Cp and k were calculated at atmospheric con-
ditions by the corresponding equations obtained by linear regression from data.
Then, they were evaluated at high pressure by shifting the previous properties
at atmospheric pressure. In the case of tylose, ρ, Cp and k were obtained by a
rescaling procedure from the ones of water [27, 25] assuming that the ratio of
these properties of water and tylose at ambient pressure is preserved at elevated
pressures. In both cases, for the parameter α we used the expression described
in [28].

Table 1: Thermophysical properties of the materials.

Steel (ΩF) Rubber (ΩC)

ρ (Kg m−3) 7833 1110
Cp (J Kg−1K) 465 1884
k (W m−1K−1) 55 0.173

Additionally, we considered a processing time of tf = 900 seconds. We
note that the initial temperature T0, the refrigeration temperature Tr and the
equipment pressure P varying in time t, are the parameters of the optimization
problems introduced later in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

In our work, we have considered the enzyme called Bacillus Subtilis α–
Amylase (BSAA) produced by a bacteria present in the ground and which can
contaminate food and modify its taste [17], and the vitamin C, that is present
in some fruits and which has good antioxidant properties [29]. The inactivation
rates of this particular enzyme and vitamin are calculated using Equation (2)
with the parameters presented on Table 2 which have been reported in [17] and
[29], respectively.

Table 2: Inactivation rate parameters.

BSAA Vitamin C

Tref (K) 313 373
Pref (MPa) 500 700
κref (min−1) 3.9e-2 4× 1.98e-2
B (K) 10097 9071.4
C (MPa−1) -8.7e-4 −0.00555

With the aim of solving Equation (3) numerically, the time interval [0, tf ] is

discretized as 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn = tf with a fixed step τ = ti − ti−1 =
tf
n ,

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The enzymatic activity is evaluated on an equally distributed
mesh in the food sample domain ΩF. Given (r, z) ∈ ΩF and denoting κj(r, z) =
κ
(
P (tj), T (r, z, tj)

)
, a numerical approximation of the function defined in (4)
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can be obtained considering the trapezoidal formula

A(r, z, tn) ≈ A(r, z, 0) exp

−τ
2

n−1∑
j=0

(
κj(r, z) + κj+1(r, z)

) . (8)

4.2. Considered multi–objective optimization problem and settings

The case under study aims to optimize the HPT process, in the sense that
the activity of the enzyme BSAA and the maximum temperature during the
whole process are minimized, and the activity of the Vitamin C is maximized,
at the same time. Therefore, this problem is formulated as a multi-objective
problem as follows:  min fbsaa(T0, Tr, P ),

max fvit(T0, Tr, P ),
min fTmax(T0, Tr, P ),

(9)

where the decision variables are the initial, T0, and refrigeration, Tr, temper-
atures and a piece-wise linear function P (depending on time), defining the
equipment pressure evolution. Additionally, those decision variables are con-
strained due to the equipment restrictions detailed below (e.g., temperature
and pressure admissible range).

The numerical solution of System (1) is used to obtain the final activity
values of enzyme and vitamin and the maximum temperature under the HPT
process described by the decision variables. More precisely, we consider:

fbsaa(T0, Tr, P ) =
1

|ΩF|

∫∫
ΩF

Absaa(r, z, tf )drdz,

fvit(T0, Tr, P ) =
1

|ΩF|

∫∫
ΩF

Avit(r, z, tf )drdz.

Those functions correspond to the average activity in the food sample domain
of the enzyme and vitamin, respectively.

The third objective function fTmax, which computes the maximum tem-
perature reached in the food sample along the whole HPT treatment, can be
expressed by:

fTmax(T0, Tr, P ) = max
(r,z)∈ΩF, t∈[t0,tf ]

T (r, z, t).

In order to design the pressure evolution function P , we consider an initial
equipment pressure P0 = 0.1 (MPa) (i.e., atmospheric pressure) at time t0 = 0
seconds. Then, we consider n + 1 time intervals [ti, ti+1], with ti = i · 900

n ,
i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, and, at each interval, we consider a constant pressure variation
∆Pi ∈ [∆Pn,dec,∆Pn,inc] (MPa), where ∆Pn,dec and ∆Pn,inc are the maximum
variations allowed by the equipment for the decrease and for the increase in
pressure, respectively, during 900/n seconds. However, those pressure varia-
tions cannot generate pressure out of the equipment admissible pressure range
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[Pmin, Pmax] (MPa). Finally after 900 seconds, the pressure is decreased at a
constant fixed rate of ∆Pn,dec · (n/900) (MPa·s−1) up to reaching 0.1 MPa.
Thus, P (t) is built by considering the linear interpolation through the points
{(i ∗ 900/n (s), Pi (MPa) )}ni=0 ∪ {(900 + (Pn− 0.1)/|∆Pn,dec| (s), 0.1 (MPa) )},
with Pi = Pi−1 + ∆Pi for i ∈ {1, · · · , n}.

In this work, taking into account the restriction of the considered pressure
vessel, we consider that the range of admissible temperature is [10, 50] (◦C),
the range of admissible pressure is [0.1, 900] (MPa) and the range of admissible
variations for the pressure is [∆Pn,dec,∆Pn,inc] = [−250, 250] (MPa).

Thus, the discrete version of Problem (9) considered here is:

Problem 1. 
min fbsaa(T0, Tr,∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn),
max fvit(T0, Tr,∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn),
min fTmax(T0, Tr,∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn).
s.t. T0, Tr ∈ [10, 50](◦C)

∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn ∈ [−250, 250](MPa)

(10)

The implementation of WASF-GA provided by the framework jMetal [30]
has been used. jMetal is an object-oriented Java-based framework aimed at the
development, experimentation, and study of metaheuristics for solving multi-
objective optimization problems. For our numerical experiments, jMetal has
been connected with the COMSOL solver, which carries out the simulation of
the HPT process and returns the values of the objective functions.

The considered preferences of the DM when solving this problem were: (i)
There cannot be enzymatic activity, (ii) all the vitamin activity must be main-
tained and (iii) the final maximum temperature must be 30◦C. Such information
has been included in WASF-GA through the reference point (0.0, 0.0, 30.0).

The behavior of WASF-GA, in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, depends
largely on the input parameters. For the case at hand, the parameter η has
been fixed to 0.001, as stated in [10]. Similarly, the sample of weight vectors
{µ1, . . . , µNµ} has been computed by setting Nµ = N , and following the pro-
cedure explained in [10]. The remaining input parameters, i.e., the number N
of individuals in the population and the number of generations hmax of the op-
timization procedure, have been analyzed looking for an equilibrium between
quality of the solution and computational cost. Table 3 summarizes the values
studied for these two parameters. For the sake of completeness, the number of
function evaluation eval consumed when N and hmax are considered has also
been included. Notice that eval = N · hmax.

Table 3: Considered values of N and hmax for the performance study of WASF-GA.

N 50 100 200 300
hmax 20 30 33 36

eval 1000 3000 6600 10800
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Additionally, in order to accomplish a comprehensive analysis, the parame-
ters that influence the crossover and the mutation have also been studied. In
particular, four different settings have been considered which have been named
with letters from A to D. Table 4 shows the considered values for the proba-
bility and distribution of both crossover and mutation. Notice that setting A
coincides with the proposed values in [10].

Table 4: Probability and distribution values of crossover and mutation considered for the
performance study of WASF-GA.

A B C D

Crossover Probability 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.9
Distribution 20.0 20.0 20.0 10.0

Mutation Probability 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.1
Distribution 20.0 20.0 20.0 10.0

Hence, for the input parameter study, for each number of eval on Table 3,
the four settings on Table 4 have been considered, making a total of lmax = 16
combinations. Furthermore, due to the stochastic nature of the algorithm,
for each setting l, l ∈ {1, . . . , lmax}, rsl = 10 runs are performed, generat-
ing the approximation sets PSl1, . . . , PS

l
rsl

(in the decision space). Lets de-
note by SPS the set of all the approximation sets of the Pareto set, SPS =
{PS1

1 , . . . , PS
1
rs1 , . . . , PS

lmax
1 , . . . , PSlmax

rslmax
}.

An important question now is how to analyze the performance of WASF-GA
with each setting l. Notice, that from an engineering point of view, it is not as
interesting to obtain the most accurate approximation to the real Pareto front,
but to achieve a good enough approximation in a reasonable computing time.
To research this, some descriptive measurements are needed.

The efficiency of WASF-GA will be measured through the computing time,
in particular, the average time Av(Time) of the 10 runs will be computed.

The effectiveness will be researched by analyzing (i) how many different
constrained mono-objective problems have been solved and (ii) their closeness
to the global optima. In this sense, notice that the better distributed the ap-
proximation set is (in the decision space), the larger the number of different
mono-objective problems have been solved. Additionally, the closer the ap-
proximation set to the real Pareto-front, the better the quality of the solutions
provided. The well-known hypervolume is able to measure both circumstances in
a single figure. In fact, it can be thought of as a global quality indicator, in the
sense that it assesses the approximation set as a whole [31, 32]. In the following,
some details about how this metric has been computed here, are provided.

4.2.1. Hypervolume quality indicator

This Pareto compliant indicator measures the hypervolume of the portion
of the criterion space that is weakly dominated by the approximation set. The
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Algorithm 4 Computation of Hypervolume indicator

1: Compute nadir point znad = (f
(max)
1 , f

(max)
2 )

2: Set hyper = 0
3: for ic = 1 to (Lmax − 1)

4: hyper = hyper + (f
(max)
2 − f (ic)

2 ) · (f (ic+1)
1 − f (ic)

1 )

5: hyper = hyper + (f
(max)
2 − f (Lmax)

2 ) · (f (max)
1 − f (Lmax)

1 )

higher the hypervolume, the better the approximation.
In order to measure this quantity, an approximation of the nadir point, which

is dominated by all points, is needed. It has to be the same approximate nadir
point for all the runs and all the configurations to allow a fair comparison. In
the presented computational studies, the point whose i-th component is the
maximum of all the i-th components of points in f(SPS) is considered as an
approximation of the Nadir point obtained when considering all the approxima-
tions of the Pareto-front together.

In Algorithm 4, a description of how to compute the hypervolume when
two objective functions are considered, f1 and f2, is given. The first step is

to compute this approximate nadir point znad = (f
(max)
1 , f

(max)
2 ), where f

(max)
i

denotes the maximum value of fi with i = 1, 2 when considering all the solutions
in SPS. Then, the hypervolume is calculated as the area covered by the points
of the Pareto-front and the considered nadir point znad. In Figure 3 a graphic
representation of this metric is given for a bi-objective optimization problem.
In particular, the figure on the left hand shows the calculation procedure of the
hypervolume metric and the figure on the right illustrates how the hypervolume
increases as the number of points in the Pareto-front does.

Figure 3: Hypervolume (hyper) calculation.

For computing the hypervolume, the objective values are previously normal-
ized such that they contribute equally to the measure indicator. The following
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standard normalization is used:

fi(x)′ =
fi(x)− f (min)

i

f
(max)
i − f (min)

i

,

where f
(min)
i (resp. f

(max)
i ) denotes the minimum (resp. maximum) value of fi

when considering all the solutions in SPS.

4.3. Considered mono–objective optimization problems and settings

In some particular cases, the DM could consider solving constrained mono-
objective problems according to some specific quality requirements (e.g., organo-
leptic properties).

For instance, the DM could be interested in obtaining the optimal HPT con-
figuration which minimizes the final enzymatic activity maintaining the vitamin
activity above 97% (denoted as Problem 2) or maximize the vitamin keeping
the enzyme activity below 40% (denoted as Problem 3). In both cases, a
temperature constraint is assumed so that it does not surpass a pre-determined
upper limit. Both of those particular cases can be reformulated as:

Problem 2.
min fbsaa(T0, Tr,∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn),
s.t. fvit(T0, Tr,∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn) ≥ 0.97,

fTmax(T0, Tr,∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn) ≤ 50,
T0, Tr ∈ [10, 50](◦C),
∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn ∈ [−250, 250](MPa),

(11)

which is approximated by the following penalty problem:

min

[
fbsaa + 109 max{0.97− fvit, 0.0}+ 109 max{fTmax − 50, 0.0}

]
,

s.t. T0, Tr ∈ [10, 50](◦C),
∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn ∈ [−250, 250](MPa).

(12)

Problem 3.
max fvit(T0, Tr,∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn),
s.t. fbsaa(T0, Tr,∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn) ≤ 0.4,

fTmax(T0, Tr,∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn) ≤ 47,
T0, Tr ∈ [10, 50](◦C),
∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn ∈ [−250, 250](MPa),

(13)

which is approximated by the following penalty problem:

max

[
fvit − 109 max{fbsaa − 0.4, 0.0} − 109 max{fTmax − 47, 0.0}

]
,

s.t. T0, Tr ∈ [10, 50](◦C),
∆P1, . . . ,∆Pn ∈ [−250, 250](MPa).

(14)
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Problem 2 and Problem 3 have been solved with the MLS-GA described
in Section 3.5 using the Matlab implementation included in Global Optimization
Platform GOP (available at: http://www.mat.ucm.es/momat/software.htm),
an open access Matlab optimization toolbox which has already been successfully
used in many industrial problems [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. This platform has
been coupled with COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0 in order to evaluate the objective
function.

As done for the multi-objective methodology presented previously, the be-
havior of the MLS-GA has also been studied for different population sizes by
performing 10 independent runs for each case. In particular, three population
sizes for the GA method has been considered: Np = 40, Np = 100 and Np = 180
(see Table 5).

The remaining parameter settings for the MLS-GA are the following:

• Regarding the GA method, the number of generations has been set to
Ng = 30, and probabilities of pc = 0.45 and pm = 0.5 have been con-
sidered, respectively, for crossover and mutation. These parameter values
have been chosen because they provide good results on other complex
optimization problems [39, 40].

• For the MLS, lmax = 5 iterations of internal layer have been used (i.e., we
run the GA 5 times starting from an improved initial population).

• At the end, NSD = 10 iterations of the SD, using a first order Taylor
approximation of the gradient with 5% (i.e., εSD = 0.05) perturbation
in each variable, have been carried out. The initial descent step size is
ν0 = 0.1 and the number of iterations used for determining the step size
is Nν = 5.

The total number of evaluations of the MLS-GA, without taking into account
the SD evaluations, is given by eval = Np ·Ng · lmax (see Table 5).

Table 5: Values of Np, Ng and lmax for the performance study of the MLS-GA.

Np 40 100 180
Ng 30 30 30
lmax 5 5 5

eval 6000 15000 27000

5. Results and discussion

This section is devoted to studying and validating the interest that food en-
gineers have in using a Pareto set approximation (and its corresponding Pareto
front approximation) as a decision tool. In particular, we study if the solutions of
the approximate Pareto front are adequate to solve constrained mono-objective
problems by comparing the solutions provided by WASF-GA and by MLS-GA.
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To this aim, in Section 5.1, the behavior of the WASF-GA is analyzed for differ-
ent settings of parameters. In Section 5.2, the performances of the MLS-GA for
solving those mono-objective problems are also analyzed. Then, in Section 5.3,
we compare the solutions obtained with both methodologies. Additionally, for
the WASF-GA algorithm, the optimal HPT configurations of each of the mono-
objective problems are discussed in Section 5.4, including a sensitivity analysis
regarding the decision parameters. Finally, in Section 5.5, those optimal so-
lutions are improved by using an additional layer of an SD method as a local
optimizer.

5.1. Results obtained with the WASF-GA

In this subsection, the performances of WASF-GA for approximating Pareto-
fronts have been analyzed for the 16 sets of parameters proposed in Section 4.2.
To do so, for each parameter configuration, we have first approximated the
Pareto front associated to Problem 1. Then, considering Problem 2 and
Problem 3, we have extracted the solutions of the generated Pareto front that
better solve both of those mono-objective problems. Each experiment has been
repeated 10 times.

For the sake of simplicity, we only report the most relevant results obtained
in those experiments on Table 6. More precisely, for each setting, the follow-
ing values are shown: (i) the minimum (denoted by Min(fbsaa)), the average
(Av(fbsaa)) and the maximum (Max(fbsaa)) value of the enzymatic activity (in
%); (ii) the minimum (Min(fvit)), the average (Av(fvit)) and the maximum
(Max(fvit)) value of the vitamin activity (in %); (iii) the mean hypervolume
value (Av(HV)), described in Subsection 4.2.1, and the average computing time
(Av(Time)) in hours.
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Table 6: Results obtained by using the Pareto front of Problem 1 computed with WASF-
GA for solving Problem 2 and Problem 3: minimum (Min), average (Av) and maximum
(Max) values of the final enzymatic activity fbsaa (resp. vitamin activity fvit), which is the
objective function to minimize (resp. maximize) in Problem 2 (resp. Problem 3). The last
two columns report the averages of hypervolume (HV) and computing time (Time) in hours,
respectively.
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Focusing on the multi-objective problem, according to the hypervolume
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value, the most adapted setting for the crossover and mutation parameters
seems to be the configuration A. Bear in mind that the larger the hypervol-
ume is, the better the approximation of the Pareto front is. The execution time
seems to be similar independently of the choice of setting.

Now, we analyze the results obtained by the WASF-GA for the mono-
objective problems Problem 2 and Problem 3. We note that for Problem 3
some values have been omitted. Indeed, for the corresponding settings, in one
or more runs it occurs that no solution in the Pareto set approximation satisfies
the constraint on the enzymatic activity. In fact, in order to obtain feasible
solutions to Problem 3, a number of 6600 function evaluations of the WASF-
GA seems to be needed, reagardless the setting A, B, C or D. As can be seen
on Table 6, the larger the number of function evaluations is, the better the
effectiveness of WASF-GA for obtaining an approximate solution of a mono-
objective constrained problem is, but the longer the computing time will be.
For example, lets consider the setting parameter A, the hypervolume increases
from 0.5135 with 6600 to 0.5725 with 10800 function evaluations. In the same
way, the computing time also increases from 34.58 to 54.15 hours.

5.2. Results obtained with the MLS-GA

Now, we analyze the behavior of the MLS-GA for solving the mono-objective
problems Problem 2 and Problem 3.

To this aim, the MLS-GA was executed with three different sets of parame-
ters when dealing with those problems (see Subsection 4.3 and Table 5). Again,
each particular case was solved 10 times, and hence, average values are pro-
vided. Table 7 and Table 8 summarize the obtained results. In particular, the
minimum, the average and the maximum values of the final enzymatic (resp.
vitamin) activity, which is the objective function to minimize (resp. maximize)
for Problem 2 (resp. Problem 3), are reported. Additionally, the average
computing time (in hours) is also shown. Notice that for Problem 3 and 6000
evaluations, the corresponding values for the vitamin activity have not been in-
cluded because no solution in any run satisfies the enzymatic activity constraint.

We recall that Problem 2 is a minimization problem whereas Problem 3
is a maximization one. In all cases, we observe that the effectiveness of the
MLS-GA improves as the number of function evaluations increases. Regarding
the computational time, it increases almost linearly with the number of function
evaluations. For instance, the MLS-GA with 27000 evaluations, it takes around
93.65 hours to provide a solution, which is not a negligible value.
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Table 7: Solutions to Problem 2 obtained by the MLS-GA for different parameter settings:
minimum (Min), average (Av) and maximum (Max) values of the final enzymatic activity
fbsaa. The last column reports the average computing time Av(Time) in hours.

Eval. Min(fbsaa) Av(fbsaa) Max(fbsaa) Av(Time)

6000 0.293 0.304 0.315 25.33

15000 0.279 0.282 0.284 48.40

27000 0.252 0.262 0.268 117.58

Table 8: Solutions to Problem 3 obtained by the MLS-GA for different parameter settings:
minimum (Min), average (Av) and maximum (Max) values of the final vitamin activity fvit.
The last column reports the average computing time Av(Time) in hours.

Eval. Min(fvit) Av(fvit) Max(fvit) Av(Time)

6000 - - - 24.94

15000 0.976 0.983 0.995 45.03

27000 0.978 0.988 0.993 93.65

5.3. Comparison between the WASF-GA and the MLS-GA results

In this subsection, in order to show the interest of the proposed methodology
in solving mono-objective problems, the WASF-GA and the MLS-GA results
have been compared for both Problem 2 and Problem 3.

The first comparison has been made by using settings with similar com-
puting time. More precisely, the results returned by the WASF-GA with 6600
evaluations and the four different setting configurations (A, B, C and D) have
been compared to the MLS-GA ones with 15000 evaluations. These results are
shown on Table 6 for the WASF-GA and Tables 7 and 8 for the MLS-GA.

Contrasting them, it can be observed that, for Problem 2, the minimum
Min(fbsaa) and the average Av(fbsaa) values of the objective function obtained
by the WASF-GA with all the settings are lower than the ones returned by the
MLS-GA. As we are interested in minimizing function fbsaa, we deduce that
the WASF-GA seems to provide better results than MLS-GA (i.e., lower values
of fbsaa). Regarding the value of Max(fbsaa), the WASF-GA also overcomes
the MLS-GA for the settings A and D by achieving lower values. Moreover,
we observe that, for setting A and D, the values of Max(fbsaa) on Table 6 (i.e.,
0.269 and 0.265, respectively) are lower than the value Min(fbsaa) obtained by
the best solution returned by the MLS-GA solution (i.e., 0.279, see Table 7).
Therefore, even in the worst cases, the solutions given by the WASF-GA with
an adequate set of parameters seem to be better than the solutions found with
the MLS-GA.

Tackling Problem 3, as the objective is to maximize the vitamin activity,
the larger the objective function value is, the better the solution is. Again, the
WASF-GA exhibits better results for settings A to D (i.e., greater minimum
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and average values of fvit) than the MLS-GA. We observe that the maximum
vitamin activities (i.e., Max(fvit)) of the solutions returned with the WASF-GA,
with setting A, B and D, are similar to the values found by the MLS-GA. Notice
that, for Problem 3, the lowest values of Min(fvit) of the solutions given by the
WASF-GA with settings B, C and D are higher than the average value Av(fvit)
of the MLS-GA one. For this particular example, it seems that the WASF-GA
also returns better solutions than the MLS-GA.

Secondly, we compare the results obtained with the most computational
extensive set of parameters of both algorithms that is: the WASF-GA employing
10800 function evaluations and the MLSA-GA with 27000 function evaluations.
In this case, the computing time of the MLS-GA is, as expected, almost twice
longer than the execution time of the WASF-GA.

On the one hand, for Problem 2, the WASF-GA with settings A and C
returns minimum values of the enzymatic activity (i.e., 0.251 and 0.246, re-
spectively, see Min(fbsaa) on Table 6) lower, and consequently better, than the
MLS-GA minimum value (i.e., 0.252 see Table 7). The WASF-GA average val-
ues (i.e., Av(fbsaa) with sets A, C or D are also better than the MLS-GA average
value. In the case of setting B, both algorithms provide similar average values.
Regarding the values Max(fbsaa), the WASF-GA ones are always better (i.e.,
lower) than the MLS-GA one. Although they are the worst WASF-GA results
for the enzymatic activity, those WASF-GA maximum values for the sets A, C
or D are even lower than the MLS-GA average value.

On the other hand, for Problem 3, the minimum and the average values of
fvit obtained by the WASF-GA are always better (i.e., greater) than the ones
achieved by the MLS-GA. Additionally, the maximum values provided by the
WASF-GA are also greater than the MLS-GA one for all the settings, except for
C for which they are similar. Notice that, for Problem 3, the worst WASF-GA
values corresponding to Min(fvit) are better or equal than the average value
Av(fvit) of the MLS-GA.

Those results seem to indicate that the results obtained with the WASF-GA
with 10800 function evaluations have better characteristics than those returned
by the MLSA-GA with 27000 function evaluations.

Finally, we compare the efficiency of the WASF-GA using 6600 evaluations
and the MLS-GA with 27000 evaluations.

Although the WASF-GA exhibits the lowest computing time, for Problem 2
it can be observed that:

• The minimum value (Min(fbsaa)) found among the results of the different
WASF-GA runs with the setting A is lower than the minimum found
among the different MLS-GA solutions.

• The WASF-GA average value (Av(fbsaa)) using the settings A and D is
lower than the MLS-GA average.

• The WASF-GA maximum value (Max(fbsaa)) considering the setting D is
also lower than the MLS-GA maximum value.
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Therefore, the WASF-GA configured with the parameters A and D has results
that are similar, or even better, than those obtained with the MLS-GA, despite
the fact that the WASF-GA consumes less computational time.

For Problem 3, it seems that the WASF-GA also overcomes the MLS-GA.
Indeed, we notice that:

• The WASF-GA minimum values (Min(fvit)) for settings B, C and D are
higher than the MLS-GA minimum. In particular, for setting B, this
value is higher than the MLS-GA average one. Finally, for setting D, this
value is higher than the MLS-GA maximum, which means that the worst
WASF-GA case is better than the best MLS-GA solution.

• The WASF-GA average value (Av(fvit)) is higher and, consequently, bet-
ter than the MLS-GA average value for all the settings.

• The WASF-GA maximum (Max(fvit)) is also higher than the MLS-GA
maximum for all the settings, except C.

On Table 9, we summarize the results obtained when comparing the WASF-
GA and the MLS-GA detailed above. On this table, we have labelled with
“+” when the WASF-GA value is better than the MLS-GA one, “=” when
both algorithms exhibit similar values and “-” when the WASF-GA has worse
values than the MLS-GA ones. Additionally, dark grey cells means that the
worst WASF-GA solution overcomes the best MLS-GA one and soft grey cells
are employed when the worst WASF-GA value is better than the average value
returned by the MLS-GA. If both facts happen, dark grey cells are used.

We can observe on this table that, from a general point of view, the WASF-
GA provides better solutions for both problems, even when the computational
time of the WASF-GA is lower than the one of the MLS-GA. In particular,
the WASF-GA with setting A and 10800 evaluations is the most suitable op-
tion. However, for the same setting A, the WASF-GA using 6600 evaluations
is also a quite valuable option as it also achieves reasonable results with lower
computational time.
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Table 9: Comparison between WASF-GA and MLS-GA in terms of the minimum (Min),
average (Av) and maximum (Max) values of the final enzymatic activity for Problem 2
and the final vitamin activity for Problem 3. The average computing time in hours is
also reported. We use “+”, “=” and “-” when the WASF-GA value is better than, similar,
or worse than the MLS-GA one, respectively. Dark grey means that the worst WASF-GA
solution overcomes the best MLS-GA one and soft grey means that the worst WASF-GA
value is better than the average value returned by the MLS-GA.
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Summarizing the results discussed aforementioned, the proposed decision
methodology based on the WASF-GA allows us to find a point in the Pareto
front set which seems to be at least as efficient as the MLS-GA solution and,
in some cases, it seems to be even better than this mono-objective solution.
Moreover, our decision methodology implies considerable savings in computing
time. Indeed, if we use a mono-objective algorithm, we need to carry out a
new run each time we change the constraints. However, if we employ our multi-
objective approach, we can solve different problems with the same outcome
obtained in a single run of the WASF-GA.

Looking for a reasonable ratio between the quality of the solution and the
computational time, it seems that running the WASF-GA with 6600 function
evaluations and the set of parameters A shows reasonable results.

5.4. Optimal HPT configurations

Once the interest of the multi-objective methodology has been discussed,
we now focus on analyzing the solutions of Problem 2 and Problem 3 re-
turned by the WASF-GA from a food engineering point of view. In particular,
according to the result presented in Section 5.3, we consider the case of 6600
function evaluations with the setting A. For this particular configuration, the
best solutions are reported on Table 10. Additionally, in Figure 4 the evolution
of temperature and pressure, averaged in the food domain, for those optimal
HPT configurations are plotted.

Table 10: Optimal HPT configurations obtained with the proposed multi-objective methodol-
ogy for Problem 2 (first row) and for Problem 3 (second row). In particular, the two first
columns contain the optimal values for the initial (T0) and refrigeration (Tr) temperatures (in
◦C) and the remaining columns show the optimal pressure variations (∆P1, . . . ,∆P8) values
(in MPa).

T0 Tr ∆P1 ∆P2 ∆P3 ∆P4 ∆P5 ∆P6 ∆P7 ∆P8

P2 32.06 42.40 249.61 229.14 100.55 33.12 -4.28 1.16 0.82 -8.83
P3 32.64 42.41 244.12 197.37 5.49 11.33 -0.18 -4.68 5.52 -0.82
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Figure 4: Evolution of temperature (continuous line) and pressure (dash line) averaged in the
food domain of the optimal HPT configurations obtained with the proposed multi-objective
methodology for Problem 2 (top) and for Problem 3 (bottom).

We can observe in Figure 4 that, in both cases, the pressure evolution is di-
vided into three main parts: the first stage of pressure increase, the second one of
almost constant pressure and, finally, the last stage of pressure decrease. From
a practical point of view, those results seem to indicate that, for the considered
cases, a continuous increase in the pressure up to reaching the constrained tem-
perature and then maintaining the pressure constant is one of the most efficient
strategies for treating the food sample. However, we note that the increase of
the pressure is not constant and not equal to the maximum variation allowed
by the equipment. This could be explained by the fact that a quick increase in
the pressure provokes a rapid increment of the temperature and, thus, it could
damage the vitamin. To illustrate this point, we have considered two cases
where the pressure grows at a constant rate and then remains constant: the
first one, calculating this constant growth rate by approximating linearly the
optimal pressure profile found by the WASF-GA, and the second one, assuming
a maximum variation rate per second of 250

900/n MPa·s−1 for the first step until

reaching 500.1 MPa. In both cases, the obtained solutions are worse than the
optimal solution provided by our methodology, mainly due to the fact that the
maximum temperature constraint is not satisfied or they exhibit worse values
of enzymatic or vitamin activities (see Table 11).

Table 11: Objective function values (fbsaa, fvit, fTmax) obtained for different HPT treat-
ments: using the optimal configuration found by WASF-GA (first row), employing a constant
growth rate (second row) and assuming a maximum variation rate of 250

900/n
MPa·s−1

(third row).

Problem 2 Problem 3

fbsaa fvit fTmax fbsaa fvit fTmax

WASF-GA 0.2448 0.9882 49.85 0.3832 0.9957 46.57
Constant rate 0.2946 0.9935 49.09 0.3854 0.9957 47.30

Rate of 250
900/n

MPa·s−1 0.1939 0.9870 52.42 0.3298 0.9939 48.35
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Finally, in order to determine the influence of each optimization parameter
and analyze the robustness of the obtained solutions, we have carried out a sen-
sitivity analysis. In particular, we have studied the impact on the BSAA final
activity for Problem 2, and on the vitamin final activity for Problem 3, of per-
turbations on the decision parameters. To this aim, each parameter on Table 10
has been modified by ±α% of its value, respectively, where α = 1%, 5%, 10%,
and 25%. Then, we have compared the enzymatic or vitamin activity obtained
to the modified parameters, denoted by xmod,i, with i = 1, . . . , 10, to the opti-
mized activities xop by using a percent variation relation:

100
|fbsaa(xop)− fbsaa(xmod,i)|

fbsaa(xop)
.

On Table 12 and Table 13, we summarize the results of this study. As we can
see, the initial and refrigeration temperatures seem to be the most influential pa-
rameters and the maximum percent variation in the enzymatic or vitamin final
activity seems to grow linearly with the percent variation applied to each pa-
rameter. Those results seem to show that practitioners should intend to control
perturbations in the temperatures that may occur during the implementation
process. On the other hand, the solutions seem to be robust to reasonable vari-
ations in the pressure profile and, thus, imperfections of the pressure during the
treatment should not have an impact on the general process performances.

Additionally, according to Table 13, the vitamin final activity seems to not
experiment great variations. Therefore, the vitamin seems to be more resistant
to changes in temperature and pressure than the enzyme.

Table 12: Maximum percent variation (%) in the BSAA final activity obtained by perturbing
by −α% and +α% with α = 1, 5, 10 and 25 each decision parameter in the Problem 2
solution (first row of Table 10).

Parameter T0 Tr ∆P1 ∆P2 ∆P3

±1% 16.9 15.1 1.8 7.4 6.8
±5% 31.8 33.5 12.9 10.6 6.3
±10% 52.6 21.6 11.7 31.5 8.0E-1
±25% 86.6 40.4 27.9 48.2 17.1

Parameter ∆P4 ∆P5 ∆P6 ∆P7 ∆P8

±1% 7.8E-1 3.2E-2 2.4E-2 2.0E-2 6.1E-3
±5% 5.9 6.2E-1 4.1E-2 5.6E-1 3.1E-2
±10% 3.9 6.8E-1 6.5E-2 5.7E-1 5.5E-2
±25% 3.9 7.4 4.2E-1 5.8E-1 2.7E-1
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Table 13: Maximum percent variation (%) in the vitamin final activity obtained by perturbing
by −α% and +α% with α = 1, 5, 10 and 25 each decision parameter in the Problem 3 solution
(second row of Table 10).

Parameter T0 Tr ∆P1 ∆P2 ∆P3

±1% 5.6E-2 4.7E-2 1.0E-2 7.6E-3 9.9E-5
±5% 6.3E-2 3.6E-3 5.0E-2 4.2E-2 1.5E-3
±10% 1.6E-1 5.6E-2 1.0E-1 8.2E-2 2.1E-3
±25% 3.4E-1 7.5E-2 3.0E-1 2.2E-1 3.7E-3

Parameter ∆P4 ∆P5 ∆P6 ∆P7 ∆P8

±1% 9.6E-5 1.3E-6 3.6E-5 2.0E-5 2.7E-6
±5% 4.0E-3 6.6E-6 1.2E-3 1.1E-3 1.3E-5
±10% 5.5E-3 1.3E-5 1.6E-3 1.2E-3 2.6E-5
±25% 1.0E-2 3.3E-5 4.4E-3 2.1E-3 3.2E-4

5.5. Final improvement by using SD method

The methodology of using the WASF-GA to solve mono-objective problems
can be improved by adding a last layer of local search. Once the most ade-
quate point is selected for a particular mono-objective problem among the set
of individuals belonging to the Pareto optimal front approximation, we pro-
pose to use the Steepest Descent (SD) method considering this point as an
initial condition in a ten iterations process. For example, applying this idea
to Problem 2, starting from the solution on Table 10 whose objective vec-
tor is (fbsaa, fvit, fTmax) = (0.2448, 0.9882, 49.85) associated to a cost function
value of 0.2448, the final solution obtained has the following objective vector
(fbsaa, fvit, fTmax) = (0.2405, 0.9881, 49.94) associated to a cost function value
of 0.2405. For Problem 3, considering the individual corresponding to the ob-
jective vector (fbsaa, fvit, fTmax) = (0.3832, 0.9957, 46.57) (with a cost function
value of 0.9957) as an initial condition, the SD method leads us to the solution
with objective vector (fbsaa, fvit, fTmax) = (0.4000, 0.9959, 46.19) associated to
a cost function value of 0.9959. We observe in both cases that the WASF-GA
solutions have been improved by using the SD at the end of the algorithm. The
extra time consumed by this added procedure is almost one hour.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this work, we have proposed a decision methodology based on multi-
objective optimization to design High-Pressure Thermal processes for food treat-
ment.

To this aim, first, the High-Pressure Thermal processing of solid type food
has been modelled by coupling the heat transfer equation, to describe the evolu-
tion of the temperature and pressure in the food sample, with a kinetic equation,
to model the effects of these physical magnitudes on the inactivation rate of each
of the involved enzymes or vitamins. Then, this model has been incorporated
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into an optimization procedure for determining the best configuration of a High-
Pressure Thermal food treatment used to decrease the activity of the enzyme
BSAA, preserve the activity of Vitamin C and avoid reaching high temperatures.

To tackle the optimization of such a food treatment, two approaches have
been discussed. On the one hand, we have formulated some particular con-
strained mono-objective problems and solved them by applying a hybrid mono-
objective algorithm called MLS-GA. On the other hand, we have considered a
multi-objective optimization problem to be solved by using a preference-based
optimization algorithm called WASF-GA. Once an approximate Pareto front
of this multi-objective problem has been obtained by the WASF-GA, we have
applied a decision strategy that consists of finding the point in this approximate
solution that best solves a particular mono-objective optimization problem.

Then, we have compared both approaches by analyzing their solutions for
different sets of parameters. Regarding the obtained results, we have observed
that:

• The set of parameters denoted by A (corresponding to the highest crossover
probability of 0.9 and the lowest mutation probability of 0.1, both with the
distribution of 20.0 recommended in [10]) seems to be the most adequate
for the WASF-GA and the considered optimization problems, as its asso-
ciated solutions exhibited the best hypervolume value and, consequently,
gave the best Pareto front approximation.

• The proposed decision methodology, applied to solve mono-objective con-
strained problems, achieved results similar to the MLS-GA ones. In some
cases, it has found even better solutions than the MLS-GA.

• The presented decision methodology implies considerable savings in com-
putational time as: i) it found solutions similar to the MLS-GA ones in
less time (for example, MLS-GA with 27000 function evaluations needs
almost twice the computational time, in average, than WASF-GA with
10800 function evaluations); ii) the same outcome obtained in a single run
of the WASF-GA should be able to solve a large variety of mono-objective
problems.

• The WASF-GA configured with 6600 function evaluations and the set of
parameters A has produced, in a reduced computational time, a Pareto
front approximation able to solve numerically the considered mono-objective
problems.

• The solution obtained with our methodology can be improved by adding
some iterations (here, 10) of the Steepest Descent method at the end of
the algorithm.

Additionally, we have studied the optimal HPT configurations obtained as
approximate solutions of the two particular mono-objective problems formu-
lated previously. From those results, it seems that consistent with the common
industrial procedure, an adequate strategy for treating the food sample consists
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of increasing the pressure up to reaching the constrained temperature and, then,
maintaining the pressure constant until the final pressure decreasing stage.

Finally, according to the sensitivity analysis of the decision parameters, it
seems that the the initial and refrigeration temperatures have a great influ-
ence on the final enzymatic and vitamin activities. Therefore, the practitioners
should intend to control perturbations in the temperatures during the imple-
mentation process. Moreover, imperfections of the pressure should not impact
the general process performances.

In the future, we will research new mechanisms to improve the WASF-GA in
order to deal with computationally expensive problems like the one concerning
us. Furthermore, we will tackle the presented industrial problem increasing the
number of objectives to incorporate more enzymes, vitamins or other properties
of the food.
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